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ONE WILL REIGN AS HOMECOMING QUEEN '71

SHARON SELLERS
The student body of Rose-Hulen!'
man went to the polls Wednesday
r
Thursday to decide which of
arid
r
the five pretty coed finalists will
11
reign as Queen of Homecoming '71
n
activities on the local campus this
tbr
weekend.
•
Fashioned after the "Miss America" format, the coronation is
scheduled for 8 p.m. Friday and
will kick off student activities of
Homecoming—based this year on
an authentic Hawaiian theme. Results of the election for queen will

LINDA SUE WILMAS
not be announced until the moment tonight when Dr. John A.
Logan opens the envelope and proceeds with one of his pleasanter
duties as a college president.
Lucky guy!
Narrowed from an orginal field
of eight (a tie for fourth plaee
in the preliminary balloting
brought about five finalists).
Those selected as finalists are
Patricia Sue Bogan, Beech Grove;
Susette Kearns, Marion; Debbie
Noe, Galesburg, Ill.; Sharon Sellers, Louisville, and Linda Sue

PATRICIA SUE BOGAN
Wilmaa, Fredinand. All are stu-.
dents at St. Mary-of-the-Woods
College and Indiana State UniVersity.
Miss Bogan, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Bogan, 140 Sduth Seventh Avenue, Beech Grove, is a
junior at ISU majoring in business management and economics.
A past social and rush chairman
of Alpha Chi Omega Sorority and
Pickerl Hall Homecoming chairman, she will represent Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity.

DEAN "IN"
-SAYS RHIT
ON MOVE

•
1..
bt
9'

e .1

by Doug Hileman
On many college campuses, the
dean of faculty is an obscure figure. He is seldom seen by students, or for that matter, by the
faculty. He is a stuffy figure,
and he resists change. He is content with eve:ything the way it is.
Rose is an exception to this. Dean
Matthews sees the Institute the
way it is and has some fresh, new
ideas for Rose in the future. The
following is an interview with
D''an Matthews.
QUESTION: What are your long
range and short term goals for
the institute?
ANSWER: I think our long
range goal is always to be the
best undergraduate school in the
United States in science. In order to achieve that long range
goal we always have to keep in
mind what the ingredients for that
are. We have to worry about students, faculty, facilities, and curricula. Last year we made some
minor revisions in the curricula
which resulted in changes in the
freshman year. These have been
instituted for the first time this
fall.
The curricula themselves have
to be studied and modified continuously. As far as the facilities
are concerned, the one thing we
need is a new library, which is in
the process of being designed. We
hope to be able to fund a new library in the very near future so
we can get some construction under way. We have some urgent
needs, particularly in civil engineering, where we need to do some
remodelling in the labs. We need
to develop a new physical chemistry
laboratory. The computing center
is inadequate where it is presently located. We are presently investigating some alternate sites
for the computing center. These
are some of the things we are trying to solve.
The primary thing we need to
be concerned about is the faculty
and the quality of teaching. We
are always looking to improve the
quality of education. We bring
in a young man, 26 or 27, who just
recently completed his Ph.D. He
can maintain his level of competence and his ability in his own
field for a few years based on
what he picked up in graduate
school, but he will eventually "burn
out." we will have to be vitally
concerned about keeping his level
of competence up. One of the
things we have to do over the next
few years is to provide some way
to maintain and improve develop(Continued on Page Three)
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DEBBIE NOE

SUSETTE KEARNS

Miss Kearns, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bill H. Kearns, Marion,
is a junior at ISU majoring in
home economics. She represents
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Miss Noe is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert C. Noe, 1755
Robertson Avenue, Galesburg, Ill.,
and is a sophomore business major
at the Woods. She represents
Theta Xi.

majoring in medical terhnology
and psychology as St. Mary's. She
represents Sigma Nu.

Miss Sellers, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Barrett Sellers, 1106
South Chesley Drive, Louisville, is

The Homecoming queen and her
court will serve at various functions as Homecoming.

An ISU freshman pursuing; elementary education, Miss Wilmas
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
F. Herman Wilmas, Fredinand,
and represents Triangle fraternity.
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LOGAN RAPS ON ROSE GOALS
— By Steve Youmans
INTRODUCTION;
Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology is in the midst of significant a n d relatively extensive
changes. Within the past year it
was re-endowed, a specific medical program was designed and a
major classroom addition was opened for use. The future holds a
more extensive .building program
and the possibility of co-education,
among other things.
The Thorn assumes that comments on these and other topics
may be mostrel iable and interesting "from the top."

— Tgoka g 44 Ste pg.en Ninc,ettoxt

Board Studies Enrollment Cut
The Board of Managers are
meeting today to discuss a possible
cut in the size of next year's
freshman class. Rose has grown
so fast in the past few years that
it seems to have outgrown its facilities. There are currently 1123
students at Rose. We are built
to handle an average of 1050 students.
How come we have so many students all of a sudden? For one
thing, the retention rate is now
higher than it has been in the
past. Ten years ago, only one of
three persons who entered Rose

graduated here. Today the figure
is two out of three.
The recruiting staff, now comprized of five people, is doing a
much better job of obtaining a
higher caliber of students in general. Students find out in advance whether they will like Rose
or not through such programs as
Operation Catapult and Freshman
Institute. Students now get calculus in high school, so they can
decide even before they get to college whether they want to pursue
a technical career.

Thorn: In the past there has
been some indication that the faculty turnover rate is somewhat
above the national average. Is
this still true?
Logan: The turnover in science
and engineering has always been
high because scientists and engineers are inclined to move about a
good deal. But except for instances where we have given terminal contracts to certain members
of our faculty in order to try to
improve the quality, I think there
has been very little turnover the
last couple of years.
Thorn: That brings up an interesting question. Who decides
when specific faculty members are
to be terminated, or is there a
power locus?
Logan: We do have a faculty
committee called a Promotions and
Tenture Committee and they meet
regularly under Dean Matthews'
direction. It's this committee that
recommends, they don't have final
authority, but they do recommend
to the Dean and to the President
regarding tenure or in some instances where the man is not yet
eligible for tenure they may recommend that the men be given a
terminal contract.
Thorn: I assume the President's
Office has final authorities.

Logan: That's right. I feel that
in matters which are as important
as this the final decision should
be made here. The recommendations come from the Committee to
the Dean and then to me.
Thorn: Tuition increases that
were announced for 1972 indicate
that the re-endowment does not
serve to provide large supplies of
ready funds. Are other future
tuition increases forseeable?
Logan: This is a moot question.
We do compare our tuition with
others of the independent engineering colleges. I was recently
at a meeting of the Independent
Engineering College Presidents at
Colorado Tech where we did compare tuition with the other independent schools, Cal Tech, M.I.T.,
I.I.T., etc., and we still are among
the lowest of the independent engineering schools. We may have
to make some additional increases
in the future, but we're going
through not a difficeilt period, but
a period of transition as far as
all private schools are concerned.
As you probably know, there are
a number of programs in the mill,
both at the federal and state levels,
to assist all universities and colleges and hopefully these things
will come through in time to make
it possible to hold the line on tuition.
Thorn: Are there yet any future
projects, construction or other,
that have been specifically made
possible by the re-endowment?
Logan: This is now a matter of
review and specifically we have
three important projects under
consideration:
First of all a new library. Secondly, a recreation center, which
will be essentially an intramural
center, that is with facilities for
the student body rather than for
intercollegiates. We are thinking
of including. indoor tennis, hand(Continued on Page Four)
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TIEMNOCKERS

Letter To The Editors
Dear Editor:
Last week I elaborated on my
belief in freedom of expression.
However, for those who believe
likewise it is important to keep
in mind that the freedom must be
used in a responsible and edifying
manner if life for all is to improve.
Freedom of expression takes
many forms because expression is
not restricted to the written or
spoken word. As each of us goes
about our "thing," we express
what we believe by what we do.
Hence, each person is constantly
"telling" others what he believes
as an individual. Obviously no
two of us are alike for duplication of people is not what the Creator has intended for our world.
Consequently, it is important that
we accept this reality of life.
However, just because someone is
different this does not mean that
we should attack him or any group
that he represents.
With the background elucidated
in the previous paragraph I wish
to point out that the cartoon in
the last issue (October 15, 1971) of
The Thorn was in poor taste. By
labeling the participants cheating
with the Sigma Nu symbol the
cartoon singled out a particular
fraternity as being of that character. Individuals have differing
reasons for joining a fraternity
or not, but it is wrong to make a
big issue of such choices. Rather
I feel it is better to confine ourselves to attacking more important matters such as the practice
of cheating. Cheating is not a
practice that is ever to be considered desirable. It leads to mistrust and mistrust leads to a deterioration of the quality of life.
Thus, we should discourage any
form of cheating whether it be in
exams or in the performance of
our duties.
Sincerely,
Terry Ishihara

By Bill Steahle

Item: Hi Peggy!
2. that there are no drugs to,.
r
Item: Welcome back, Alums! speak of on Campus?
Looks like your bitterness wore
3. that there will be no drunki
on Campus this weekend?
off .. .
Joke: Two Rose seniors were
4. that Rose would never wii/f
paging through the paper, pre- another football game?
sumably looking at the Want Ads.
Joke: Lesbians are bosom budie
They ran across an article headed:
"Two Blacks Wanted For Rape." dies.
Hope you're there dept.: Go tli
One turned to the other and said,
"That's the way it is nowadays. classes the week of November 1
and
fill out yaur Faculty Evaluat
Those minority groups get all the
tion Poll. Remember: "Silence i
good jobs!"
Reading pays off dept.: Take mute assent."
,
Confidential to Redneck: No. t
a close look at the ads, fellas.
by Frank and Ahmed
am
not
now,
nor
have I ever bee*
Some of them have coupons worth
a member of the Black Pantheki
Hi, gang! We managed to "Stone Cold
Fever," "Rolling their weight in beer.
scrape up a few words for you in
Stone," and "I Don't Need No
Speaking of beer dept.: I now Party. What a klutzy question,)Rumor dept.: There may be an
between walking the camels and
Doctor." "Doctor" has been out know what the Administration
cleaning up the pens. We shouldn't for quite some time in a hacked up "salesmen" mean when they claim enrollment cut next year. Motylate
Nro. report:
have bothered, though, because 45rpm version, so maybe you that Rose graduates are wellThere have been nVthis week's column is really know what to expect. It has to rounded individuals. They're about
raunchy. Man, it's really bad! So
be one of the hardest, heaviest, as well-rounded as Archie of All replies from the faculty membera' .
most driving songs of all time. At In The Family Fame. Ever no- about the possibility of an Adelgo on and read the rest, okay?
ministrative Evaluation Poll. 11.!
A good album that has received
any rate, the boys were really up tice his beer-belly?
little attention since it was refor this one and the result is one
Wondering: If Bio-engineering thought that only students wer0fstricken by apathy!
leased a while back is Valley of
of the best hard rock albums we've is such a hot field, then why
Many thanks dept.: Our thankik4- .
the Moon by Lovecraft (Reprise
aren't the Bio's being interviewed?
heard in a long while.
to
Mrs. Norma Montgomery foil
RS6419). The group has only one
Confidential to curious faculty
staying
through her lunch howl 4,,
Hint:
Health
Week's
This
member of the now defunct H. P.
'member: No, I am not Dean MattLovecraft, Michael Tegza on
Read this column to keep your
hews
mouthpiece! After three typing the exclusive intervieN1
drums. Other members are Jim
mind from rotting.
years on this staff, writing my with Dr. John Logan for this is ;F-Donlinger (formerly of Aorta) on
column, you ought to know better. sue.
Last Week's Health Hint:
Get 'well already dept.: H
guitar, Marty Grebb (keyboards,
Eat plenty of green vegetables. I am kind of snoopy though . . .
sax, guitars), and Michael Been
Item: LXA reserves a real pat you get out of the hospital soo
Frank watched Jack O'Hara the
Mike.
on bass. One positive asset of
night and saw a guy that on the back for last week's run.
Joke: Alimony is a splittin 4i-the group is their powerful vocals, other
Consider this a pat on the back.
play drums for Arthur
to
used
'
headache!
probably better than the old H. P.
Item:
Didn't
someone
say:
quite
got
Arthur's
Brown. He said
Closing item: S'long until ne
Lovecraft. Also, the organ is
1.
that
MANASA
is
as
dead
as
nowadays.
going
thing
different
time, Gina.
much richer than the old electronic a
Apparently, the clothes he wears the Technic?
kazoo you may have expected. A
of his body are
half
right
the
on
few songs to look out for are "We
different than those on the left
Can All Have It Together," "Love
half long and
Has Come To Me," the powerful side. His hair is
half short, and he has half a beard,
"Take Me By The Hand," and
said Arthur is kind
"Lady Come Softly," which is one etc. He also
never know it
fantastic song. Its hard to de- of a nut. You'd
by Dave Wanninger
just burns half
scribe what goes down on this rec- ... Maybe now he
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1:00 p.m., This Week in Pr
ord. It can be said, though, that of his body.
Attention: All you Bloodrock
TMUB Film, "Lovers and Other Football (Ch. 10).
this stuff is original and by no
to write Strangers," Tilson Music Hall, SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31chance
your
had
fans
means ripped off of anyone. So
nasty letters to us. Well, you blew 8:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m., Cincinnati Bengal It-what. huh?
still has
TMUB, National Coffeehouse, vs. Houston Oilers (Ch. 2).
Talking about heavy bands, it. Now, ....verybody else
Please
out.
us
cuss
to
chance
Trilogy: Cafeteria, 8:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m., Miami Dolphins v
Humble Pies long awaited live al- a
Dear Sirs:
612. Remem- Also Saturday and Sunday.
Los Angeles Rams (Ch. 2).
Don't it always seem to go that bum has finally arrived. The typi- do. The number is
•
.
.
612
612,
612,
and
ber!
Pep
Rally
Homecoming
Rose
MOVIE
INFORMATION—
cal
Humble
Pie
title
is
Roekin'
you don't know what you got till
Assorted Trash Department:
Queen Coronation, Shook Field- (for weekend—subject to change
The Fillmore (A&M SP3506). We
it's gone.
but
nothing
is
column
1. This
house, 9:30 p.m.
CINEMA I, 232-3254, "The Ome
R. Nixon figured we'd seen enough "live at
Bonfire, west of Fieldhouse, ga Man" (GP).
the Fillmore" albums, but this one assorted trash.
true.
not
is
No.
1
p.m.
2.
9:00
CINEMA
II, 232-3254, "Friends'
is
really
fine,
especially since it's
Dear Sers,
Hawaiian Special, Shook Field- (R).
3. Anyone who reads (or writes,
Wen i wuz smart i uset to read a specially priced two record set.
has
column
matter) this
house, 9:30 p.m.
GRAND, 232-1260, "Jennifer
The instute inklins. But now reed Most of the songs are good hard for that
nuts.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30—
my Mind" (R).
the thorn, thanes for al the gud rock. "I'm Ready" is kind of a let- to really be
true.
Rose
vs.
not
Homecoming,
three
is
Football,
INDIANA,
232-8076, "See N
No.
4.
down, but what do you expect. To
reedin.
We apologize for the lousier- Iowa Wesleyan, Phil Brown Field, Evil."
Charly make up for it there's a miracle:
but
week,
this
MEADOWS, 232-3909, "Doc,"(R)
1:30 p.m.
Boston Mass. (grad student) these guys actually take a song by than-usual material
Football, ISU vs. Southern Illi- PLAZA, 466-9710, "Together,
Dr. John and make it sound good! Ahmed was messing around last
carry
to
had
p.m.
Stadium,
2:00
Frank
Memorial
(X).
and
nois,
weekend
"I Walk on Gilded Splinters" is
Happy Hour, Alumni and Seni24 minutes and 30 seconds of good
the whole bundle. Goodbye,
Dear Editor.
ors, Shook Fieldhouse, after the
You know what I think? I music. Other great songs are freaks.
game til 5:45 p.m.
think you guys are sick, that's
SGA presents, "We Give You
The Student Activities Boar
tively minor objection. I hope
what I think.
Gilbert and Sullivan," a comedy will sponsor a Homecoming danc
help
bonfire
Homecoming and the
Capt. Perverto
NaJohnson,
music
by
Albert
with
of
some
that
think
two bands, "Sounds Un
I
featuring
but
things
than Hull, director; Tilson Music limited" and "Delegation" Satur
by S. W. Sedgwick
Dear Sirs:
our free thinkers whose egos were
Hall, 8:00 p.m. Free and open day, October 30, in the Union fro
In the past Rose and tradition
I really enjnyed the letter from
so injured by pushups should try
Charly in your recent issue but have been synonomous, but the
to imagine what they have missed. to public.
9-12 midnight. The cost is thre
Homecoming Dance, Hulman dollars per couple and the dress
almost
seen
have
last
three
years
isn't this overextending your litUnion, 9:00 p.m.
erary license just a bit? Or is it all past activities die or be radicasual so be sure to come and en
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 31—
just a ploy to avoid putting in rea/ cally changed. The reason seems
joy yourself.
Hap"Whatever
TMUB Film,
letters to the editor, concerning to be the idea that the traditional
pened to Aunt Alice," Tilson Murelevant issues (no pun intend- observances infringed on individuby Stan Baker
Tiny bubbles in vintage cham
Hall, 8:00 p.m.
sic
freedom.
personal
al
rights
and
ed).
"CHRISTIAN SYMPATHY"
pagne are difficult to analyze du
TELEVISION SPORTS —
Tony Krue II While this may have been true in
We extend our deepest Christian
to their extremely transient na
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 30Terre Hautie, Ind. some small way it was a minor
Sympathy
12:30 p.m., Colorado vs. Nebras- ture.
problem and in the change many To those who couldn't be here toka (Ch. 2).
major things were also lost. One
day,
Dear Editor:
of Rose's strone,
,est points was a
then the rules should be chang
Apathy around here is devastat- small school friendliness which And hoping they may soon return
so that we can be honest and u
ing. It is also the best and most flowed everywhere. In the last To good health, good spirits, and
congregation,
our
derstand that some people have
wonderful and defense mechanism three years this has faded and in
Let us include in our prayers a
by S.W.S.
available. Even the professors use many cases all but disappeared.
right to "special extraordina
unhappy
so
wish
makes
us
Nothing
Terry!
You're
it. Hang in there
privileges."
The hazing, push ups, and
as getting. ticketed for illegal parkone of the few concerned we have "cockroaches" were not meant to To speed their physical and spirFollowins are some of the wor
ing; nothing, that is except see- repeaters who often break two o
itual repair.
left. One of the very few!
hurt anyone but rather to give the
illegalparking
ing
certain
people
No name please freshman a sense of togetherness
three regulations day after day:
ly day after day with nary a tickWe extend our sincere condolences
Indiana-84C7796, 71G3926, 8
and through a good natured "rib- To the sinners who have strayed
et in sight. This is not meant to D1231, 84B1205, 48A6759, 84
Sirs:
bing" to allow freshmen to meet
be a slam on anyone but the fact 5879, 84D2008, 53B9696, 84C402
from our fold.
One may have the exigence to and get acquainted with upperremains that certain students and
us examine our minds and
Illinois—JT1951.
conduct an equine to an aqueous classmen. This year beanies and Let
faculty seem to have special privhearts
Wisc.—K9CUA.
reservoir, although inciting the hazing were almost non-existent
ileges when it comes to parking
uncover the hate that may have
To
Penn.—P03438.
quadripled to imbibe is another with a resulting (I shudder to use
away.
and it is hard to find a logical
driven
them
Now.
matter.
the word) apathy on the part of
our prayers a
explanation as to why. these privDan Image the freshmen and little contact or Let us include in
ileges exist at all.
wish
friendship between classes. I find
Those "special" people fall into
To speed their mental and spiritual
Old Cherokee Proverb: In the this regrettable and think that
three groups—those who park in
repair.
much
has
been
lost
due
to
a
rela
turns.
stomach
spring an old man's
the wrong lot, those who park in
no parking areas, and those leavWe extend our deepest Christian
ing inoperable vehicles parked.
sympathy
in
jealous
hate
The first class consists of faculty,
who
see
those
To
Editor
Bill Strahle
maintenance, and some students.
smiling faces
Associate Editors
Chris Wodtke, Steve Sedgwick
There are certain red sticker cars
To those too busy living to watch
which always park east of the
Sports Editor
the dying
Norm Klein
main building in plain disobediTo those we never find time to
Business Staff
John Weinhardt
ence
to parking regulations. They
love.
Advertising Staff
can be set up on 3n
John Metz
never receive a ticket. Also this
Let us include in our prayers a
News Staff
Mike Kinney
outpatient basis by calling
group includes many who park in
wish
Reporters
Beldon Beasley, Doug Hileman,
yellow zones and where no lines
To return to our flock lost sheep
The Problem Pregnancy
Steve Sedgwick and Steve Youmans
are painted. The last group coneverywhere.
Referral Service
Cartoonist
Bob Marks
sists mainly of 4-5 cars with no
214-722-5360
building.
the
main
motors
east
of
Bob Schacht and Mike Mueller
Circulation
Murphy Says: Do not believe
24 hours-7 days
If there is reason to ignore these
Bill Strahle, Dave Wanninger
Columnists
in miracles. Rely upon them.
hear
violations I would like to
for professional, confidential
Stan Baker, and James Powell
going
to
not
they
are
and
if
them
and caring help.
Science is truth or in other
Photography
Chris Wodtke and Steve Moseson
be made to obey the parking ruies
words do not be misled by facts.

STRANGE BREW
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OGAN RAPS ON
:OSE GOALS
(Continued from Page One)
all ,swimming, weight lifting,
-restling, things such as this. The
lird building now under construe,on is a new facility called a fine
rts building. We're hoping to
ave an auditorium and provision
or the drama club, the glee club,
he band, and more emphasis on the
ine arts here at the Institute.
io, we really have three facilities
low under serious consideration.
Thorn: Last spring a poll was
E;aken of faculty and students, ask;.zig their opinions of a Coed Rose.
4.re you aware of the results of
- hat poll?
Logan: The faculty seems to be
werwhelmingly in favor of coeducation and the student body
is very much divided, almost down
'the middle in fact. I've been in
touch with Wabash and they have
no plans to change from all male
to co-education. Our faculty did
vote to go coed and according to
-general operating procedure this
recommendation has now been
• turned over to the Academic Af• fairs Committee of our Board of
Managers. It's going to be reviewed, as a matter of fact, this
Thursday at a special meeting
which has been called. I have no
way of knowing what they will
•, do about the recommendation,
whether it'll be turned back to the
• student body or whether they will
ask for further information about
it.
Actually, this is a moot question. According to present Indiana law, we are going to have to

go coed. There is a rider in the
civil rights bill which was passed
at the last legislature which says
that except for religious institutions, all other institutions have
to be co-educational. We've since
been in touch with Wabash and
our attorneys. The man who initiated this legislation claims he
didn't really mean it, but nevertheless, it's been passed, so this
is a question that's very much up
in the air.
Thorn: Does the rider include
a specific timetable?
Logan: No, it doesn't, it simply
says that it must come about. Of
course, this is a matter which is
also under consideration nationally, and nationally we would be
given seven years to comply.
Thorn: Would you care to make
any general comments, perhaps
concerning the specific goals of
the institute as a whole?
Logan: Yes. We're very pleased
with the incoming class this year.
All reports I get indicate that we
have one of the finest freshman
classes we've ever had, their attitude is good, they seem to enjoy
their work, and they're hard workers. So in general, I'm happy
with our student body. I do feel
that we have a responsibility along
with other engineering colleges to
turn out what might be called a
new breed of scientists and engineers. Scientists and engineers
are much more sensitive to the national problems, that is, not first
to the technological problems, but
to their ability to modify technology in order to include the
quality of life. This is something
we have very much in mind, some

HALLOWEEN—HOMECOMING SPECIAL
SATURDAY NITE OCTOBER 30
$1.75 Large PIZZA
REDUCED PRICE ON PITCHERS

BELOW TIIE SALT
8 NORTH FIFTH STREET
SANDWICHES
PIZZA - BEER - WINE
FAMILY ROOM
UNDER 21 WELCOME

thing we feel we have a really important obligation to do. So I
think you'll find more and more
of our program moving in the direction of more emphasis on what
we called before a liberal education in science and engineering.
Also, I think that, as far as engineering is concerned, the pendulum swings too far to what might
be called a scientific orientation,
with not enough emphasis on design and other practicalities. I
think the pendulum is swinging
back and I think we have an obligation here to change our programs so as to turn out more practical kinds of engineers. This
won't change the science programs, but it will very probably
change the engineering programs.
One of the regrets I have is
that we have not paid enough attention to communications. As I
see it, we have three important
obligations. I think that engineers and scientists both should be
able to communicate. I think
we're going to have to put more
emphasis on written, spoken, and
graphical communication. I certainly find that of our graduates,
the ones who communicate best do
best and I think we're going to
have to put more emphasis on communication. So these are the three
areas, as I see it, where we're
going to have to try to emphasize
and hopefully have very positive
results before our Centennial in
1974.

We will help any woman regardless
of race, religion, age or financial
status. We do not moralize, but
merely help women obtain qualified
Doctors for abortions, if this is
what they desire. Please do not
delay. an early abortion is more
simple and less costly, and can be
performed on an out patient basis.

OBITUARY

Call:
404 524-4781
Woman's Medical
Assistance of Dallas, Inc.
8 AM-10 PM-7 DAYS
A NON-PROFIT

ORGANIZATION

by Steve Youmans
Friends have been notified of Haute. They were divorced in
the death of Gcrstmeyer ("Ger- 1922 when Rose abandoned her.
She is survived by Rose-Huln:
tie") H. School, the former Miss
Institute of Institute of Technology.
Rose Polytechnic
The body will lie in state hardl
Terre Haute, Indiana.
Gertie was once married to Mr. at all and friends may or may not
Chauncey Rose, also of Terre call.

DOYOU KNOW
YOUR DIAMONDS?

FIRST PRIZE

IF YOU DO, IT COULD BE WORTH A QUARTER CARAT DIAMOND, OR ANY
OTHER OF FIFTEEN PRIZES AWARDED IN ELLIOTT'S DIAMOND GRADING
CONTEST.

HOW TO ENTER
Elliott's will have on display three virtually identical diamonds— proportion
differences are negligible, and they possess the same weight and color. The only
differences are in clarity, and because of this, the three diamonds vary in price
from $185 to $300. All you have to do in order to become eligible for the quarter
carat diamond is to be able to correctly match the three diamonds with their given
prices. if you're right, your name will be placed with other correct entries, and a
drawing will determine the winners.

1/4 CARAT
DIAMOND
(SLIGHTLY ENL ARGED TO SHOW DETAIL)

PRIZES
1st PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE
4th— 15th PRIZES

1/4 CARAT DIAMOND
LADIES OR GENTS SEIKO WATCH
. $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE
$5 GIFT CERTIFICATES

CATCHES
Only one entry per person, and identification will be necessary in order to receive
an award. No magnification will be allowed, and diamonds must remain in their
mountings. Also, you must be 18 years old in order to enter.
CONTEST BEGINS NOVEMBER 1st AND WILL CONTINUE THROUGH THE 18th,
WITH THE DRAWING TO BE HELD ON FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, AT 3:00 P.M.
NOW AT
WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED.

Ao•

4 N. 5th
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For $5.00 a year get
THE THOR_N DELIVERED
TO YOUR HOME EVERY
WEEK.CONTACT THE
EDITOR BOX 294
DEAN "IN" SAYS
RHIT ON MOVE
(Continued from Page One)
ment activities that we might be
able to get into which would enable our faculty to return to
school or industry, or conduct research, or write, or any of the
number of things which can be
done by the faculty to improve
themselves in such a way that
would later make them better
teachers. In the short run we
are trying to look at the faculty
we have and take any steps that
are necessary to improve the quality of the people that we have on
board right now.
Q. What is your view on the new
pre-med program at Rose, and
will it compete with those offered at other schools?
A. The new pre-med program is
probably the most exciting thing
we have going on around here
right now. We have three different ways set up for students to
pursue what he might call a premed program. These three can be
broken down this way: a man can
take a chemistry B.S. and satisfy
the necessary requirements for entering medical school; or he can
take a B.S. in biological engineering and do the same thing; or he
could custom design a program
and we might give him a B.S. degree which we would call an undesignated degree. This appears
to be one of the outstanding programs of the future at Rose. It
seems to be a major interest not
only from the standpoint of the
students, but from the standpoint
of the medical schools as well. The
doctors of the future are going to
have to have more technical background than they have ever had
in the past because they will have
to solve problems by electronics
and electronic equipment. The
type of approach for the solution
of the problems that we will give
at Rose is exactly the type of approach that they would like for
doctors to use when they have to
solve a medical problem.
From the student standpoint, it
does happen to be one of the fields
where there happen to be a lot of
openings. There are potential financial awards; there aren't many
lay-offs these days in the medical
industry. At a recent meeting
we had to discuss the pre-med program with the students who were
intere,sted, forty to fifty students
were there who claimed to be interested in the program.
I think that we are going to
have a strong program from which
many students will enter medical
school. Most of these people will
major in either chemistry or biological engineering, but they will
consider themselves pre-med students. There are obvious advantages to this. Not everyone gets
into medical school that applies.
If we have a program where a
man winds up with a B.S. degree
in chemistry or biological engineering and he fails to be admitted
to medical school or changes his
mind and decides not to go, then
he will have a good thing to fall
back on. I think we have everything going for us in this premed program.
Q. Are there any more curriftla
to be added in the foreseeable
future?
A. The curricula at Rose are under study continuously. We are always trying to keep the programs
updated. We are always willing
to consider a new degree of programming. At the present time
we have been disCussing the needs
and requirements for programs
such as technical marketing or
management. We might have to
face up to the problem of offering
a B.S. degree in liberal arts. These
are the sort of things we are presently considering, but there are no
immediate plans for any new curricula.
Q. Who gets the student opinion
poll and how much is it listened
to?
A. There is a student opinion

poll that we administer in each
of the courses for the purpose of
trying to improve the quality of
teaching. At the present time, the
way we have the program established, the results of the poll are
given to the individual instructor,
to his department head, and to the
dean of faculty. The administration of this poll is currently under the jurisdiction of the Quality
of Education Commission. Presumably they could recommend
changes in the normal distribution
of this information. They seem
to be satisfied with the distribution the way it is, and we won't
recommend any changes. We are
trying to make a sincere, honest
appraisal of individual teaching
and we hope that by returning the
results to the individual professors that they will be able to make
changes in their own methods,
techniaues. etc.
Q. What is behind the big reorganzzation of departments here
at Rose?
A. There seems to be some mystique around here among some of
the faculty, and some of the students that departments are necessary in order to have a school. In
my opinion, there are only three
things involved: students, faculty,
and curricula. For the convenience of running the place we establish some sort of administrative
structure in which you can administer the students, faculty, and
curricula. Traditionally these have
been department lines. The reorganization which we are going to
implement will be along the lines
callEd division lines. We are going to consolidate divisions of presently existing departments. There
are many advantages to this and
ultimately we hope to improve the
overall quality of Education.
Q. In other words, you're not
changing much, you're just moving the lines around a little bit.
A. That's exactly right—we're
also eliminating some of the lines,
which should make for better communications between the faculty.
Q. What new 'materials will be
added to the old library when
it moves into the new building?
A. We hope to put in the new
library an audio-visual center and
a language skills laboratory. We
are convinced that an AV center
would be a very useful facility
for us to have. It would be a
place where students could go and
study at their own pace certain
topics which could be prerecorded
in various ways. The LSL is some-

thing we desperately need, not only
for the study of foreign languages,
but for the study of the English
language. We hope to use this
facility to improve the communications skills of Rose students.
Currently we are not doing an
adequate job in improving the communications skills of our students.
Q. What are the chances of getting a new recreation center?
How would it be equipped?
A. In the long range plans of
this institute there is a recreation
building programmed in the development of the plans. At the present time, the new library has top
priority. The recreation building
falls very near the top of our
priority list, if not right behind
the library. We have a fantastic
intramural program, but one of
the things that limits it is the
lack of facilities. We need more
indoor basketball courts, a swimming pool, handball courts, and
more facilities for team and individual activity.
Q. When so many colleges across
the country have done away
with required ROTC, how come
Rose still has it?
A. There are several reasons.
First of all, it is strictly nonmilitary program. The only part
that is required is the basic RO
TC. The first five quarters are
required. There is no drill and no
wearing of uniforms. It is a very
academic and non-military type of
program.
Even if a man were a CO, it
wouldn't hurt him to study World
Military History; it would give
him a stronger base from which to
form his opinions. It wouldn't
hurt him to study Concept of Pow-

er in the sophomore year for the
same reasons. From that standpoint, I don't think there is anyone
who sees too much objection to the
basic ROTC program.
Q. How is the job placement at
Rose currently going?
A. The job placement at Rose is
going about as bad as I've ever
seen it. This is due to the economic situation in the country, and
actually Rose is a little bit better
off than many other schools. Last
May when our seniors graduated,
we discovered that we had placed
nearly 100 per cent of their students. So, we've done fairly well
at Rose and we would think that
we would continue to do well. One
of the problems is that companies
are not hiring, so many of the

ROSE SHIELD OFFERED

companies that normally come into Rose are not showing up this
year.
There are fewer companies interviewing, they are interested in
talking with fewer students, and
they are interested in hiring fewer graduates. It's going to be a
grim year.
Q. Woutd you have any closing
comments?
A. Yes. On Tuesday, November
2, at 4:00 in B-110 there will be
a joint student-faculty meeting.
It is open to all students.
A chemist has a foam that you
can shave with, use as a contraceptive and a topping for strawberry shortcake.

FLOWERS
COMPLETE RETAIL FLOWERS, PLANTS AND GIFTS
VISIT OUR GIFT SHOP

877-9406

WILLIAMSON
FLOWER SHOP
4517 WABASH AVENUE (1 door west of Woodridge Motel)
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For the swinging man desiring a colorful' addition to mugs, blazers, or
gift to that special girl. Be one of
the first to obtain this metallic, enameled shield of your school in living red and white. First run quantities will be limited so place your
order today on the form below.

Rose

Please reserve
Shield(s) for

Print Name
at $1.00 Each.
payable
I enclose a check for $,
to the ROSE ROTC ACCOUNT.
Signature

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

FREE
dioni
,

Freneh
Fries

AT BURGER KING

With purchase ot Whopper or Whaler

dm&

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
CONTACT
CPT. BEAUMONT, EXT. 237
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND ORDER BLANKS.

Offer Good Until Nov. 5, 1971

3202 Wabash Ave.. Terre Haute
1916 S. 3rd St., Terre Haute

mumps

GO UNDERGROUND...
TO THE

HUDDLE
RESTAURANT AND BAR
SIXTH AND WABASH

BEER
on TAP'?

'
4,-

FOR REAL
BEER
LOVERS r

For GOOD Food,Beer and liquor
OPEN

•
•

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY: 7:00 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAYS — 11:00 A.M. UNTIL 6:00 P.M.

PRIVATE BRIQUET ROOM AVAI1ABLE
For HOMECOMInG
or other fpecial Group Partief Immo
CALL 232-5521 For Information
and Reservations

RESTAURANT AND BAR
6TH AND WABASH

r

,
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A CLUB IN NEED
IS A CLUB INDEED

STUDENT MEMBERS OF
John Spitler and Mrs. Charles the sale of her works, she is certainly more than an amateur artSWOPE GALLERY
Tackett.
FACULTY COMMITTEE
This event is the first in a se- ist, for she has painted as long
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President's Commission on Qualas
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can
remember.
Even
as
a
of
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one-man
of
annual
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ity of Education: Bill Strahle,
EXHIBITIONS
works by competent and promis- grade school child she won scholRichard E. Schue
Rich Keeven.
ing non-professional artists of the arships to study art.
The Rose Tech Radio Club is
President's Commission on CamA one-man exhibition of 30 waVi
Rich
was
born
in
New
Bedregion.
Valley
Wabash
pus Planning: Mike Rominger, literally being squeezed out of exercolors by Terre Haute artist Vi
Vi Rich's works include percep- ford, Massachusetts, but when
istance. For several years the
Jerry Bissey.
tich opens at the Sheldon Swope
quite young she moved to Proviand
comportrayals
of
people
tive
afternoon,
Faculty Discipline Committee: club has operated W9NA A, the
Sunday
irt Gallery on
monplace happenings which she dence, Rhode Island. There, she
club station, in a room about oneRon Richeson, Bill Henley.
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)resent and will be honored with
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Design
and
later
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a
numEurope.
America
and
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room, something we all know is
nis Carter, Bill Odefey.
t reception at 3 p.m. given by the
She states that "the best art is ber of private instructors. Her
Faculty Committee on Student verv small.
Vomen's Division of the Swope
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Eisenhower
asaround us." Although, she is
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her
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have
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in
no
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from
to
earn
and is where the members come
Mrs.
Steve
White.
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Cline, Mrs. Charles
Terre Haute since 1943. The Richs
Faculty Library
Committee: to operate the station. A Collins
have two sons, Dr. Lloyd Rich of
Steve Thomas, Russell Holl.
75A receiver, a Central ElectronCheyenne, Wyoming, and Dr. JefCampus Center Committee: ics transmitter, and a teletype mafrey Rich of Indianapolis.
Mark Murnan, Jim Hayes, Jerry chine are among the largest pieces
The American premiere showing Ehlers, Tom Mills.
of equipment; in addition are sevof Black Artists of South Africa
Computing Center Committee: eral smaller items. The gear
is also a current gallery feature Bill Schott, John Aughey.
takes up most of the space, leavAn Introductory Sandwich
of much interest. This exhibit,
Traffic Committee: John Cook, ing little for the operator.
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of
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The club station, the backbone
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lery, Washington, D. C., consists
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porary Black artists who reside in
GENUINE
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temporary works, 12 "rubbings"
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cluded in this unusual exhibit and were organized with the following
The latter requires long
people designated Committee code.
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hours of practice, and being able
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watch
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Ron
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porary pieces. The rock carvings
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show
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Both
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1 Regular Price of .69d
student government and making it ner of the room, making it inacand the Vi Rich watercolor exhibit a more active
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Offer Good Friday, October 29 thru
will continue thru November 26.
During the second meeting the pair. There is little room for new
The Sheldon Swope Art Gallery budget, which
equipment.
allocated
$19,000 to
Sunday, November 7, 1971
is open Tuesday through Satur- clubs and organizations,
Being new at Rose-Hulman, the
was apday, 12 noon to 5 p.m., on Sun- proved.
writer is unaware of any possiday from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m., and on ACTIVITIES
bilities existing of correcting the
BOARD:
Tuesday evening from 7:00 to
The Activities Board is work- situation. If the reader knows of
9:30 p.m. The Gallery is closed ing on the idea of a
spring festi- any, please contact the Radio Club.
regularly on Monday and will be val, possibly to be
held with St. The club is in need.
closed on Thanksgiving Day, No- Mary's.
vember 25. Admission is free at OPEN FACULTY
Help us turn The Thorn into a
MEETING:
all times. Guided tours may be
All students are welcome to this Campus NEWSpaper. We need
arranged by appointment. For open meeting 4:00 p.m.,
"The Giant Rust Beet Sandwich"
November reporters to submit copy on a full
f urther information, telephone 2.
or part-time basis, to cover fast232-2180.
breaking stories, and to handle
irate readers. Contact The Thorn,
Murphy Says: Mother Nature
Never put the cat out unless
Box 294.
is a bitch.
you are sure she is on fire.

2 for 1 SALE

WHAT'S IN
STUDENT GOVERNMENT

SMITHFIELD
13ARBECUE
CLIP and PRESENT THIS AD
For One FREE
Barbeque Sandwich

HEAP BIG BEff

2800 WABASH AVENUE

3

21 PEI

The Number 1 Fraternity BACKS The Number 1 Team
GOOD LUCK TO OUR BROTHERS IN
TOMORROW'S HOMECOMING GAME

fEillOR/

ED ADAMS
FLANKER

DAVE BURGNER Co-Captain
DEFENSIVE END

Co-Captain
NORM KLEIN
OFFENSIVE GUARD

OTHER TEAM MEMBER/
84—WOODY HELLER
Defensive Tackle
13— RICK MANUSZAK
Flanker

78 —STAN MICKEY
Defensive Guard
44 — JERRY BERTRAM
Fullback

83 — MIK E MEDEMA
Defensive End
12—MIKE BOX
Quarterback

55 — MARK CANE
Defensive Tackle
56 —GEORGE RODIBAUGH, JR.
Center

62 —MARK GUDORF
Outside Linebacker
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ROSE HARRIERS
6-1; GOING FOR 7

Engineers Pop
Blue Boys,17-6
Wesleyan Next!

Although much improved, th,,
most exciting part of running Marian again was running over the
nostalgic Riverside Park course,
the scene of many an invitational
and sectional. It's also the kind
of course a runner gets his best I
times, with close cropped grass
and table top ground.
Marian avoided a complete
skunk by placing two men in the
fifth and ninth spots for a 16-47
Rose victory. The placings for
Rose went like this: Denny Dierkman, 1; Steve White, 2; Tom
Hans, 3; Cecil Whitaker, 4; Mark
Kirscher, 6; Mark Oakley, 7; Bob
Schacht, 8; Cl-m Clauter, 10, and
Rick Keeven, 11.
This past week will have ended
the Rose season with an away meet
at DePauw which will be a bear
and the big little state. This is
where all the colleges and universities compete in a five-mile race.
a
Everyone runs together but there
&TIM
are big and small school divisions.
.arta

•

Defense is the name of the
game! The Engineers decided to
play this type of game on Saturday and as a result came out on
top this past Saturday, 17-6,
against Illinois College. Rose's
defense, number one in the state
of Indiana among small colleges,
held the Illinois College Blue Boys
to a net offensive production total
cf only 77 yards. The Blue Boys
were so swarmed over by the hard
hitting Engineers that they did
not produce a first down until
there were only six minutes to go
in the first half. Combined with
this furious defense, the •,-ffense
flexed their muscles when the scoring opportunities became available.
Rose opened the scoring early
in the first quarter when Randy
Shoaf kicked a 24 yard field goal
to make the score 3-0. After an
exchange of punts, Illinois College
could not move the ball so the Blue
Boys' punter dropped back to kick.
He booted the ball down field into
the hands of Ray Kominiarek on
the Engineers' 40 yard line. Kominiarek danced and powered his way
toward the goal line for a 60 yard
touchdown run. This special team
score gave the Engineers a 10-0
lead and the adrenalin really began to flow!
The Engineers' defense promptly put the clamps on the Blue
Boys again and caused them to
fumble near the 50 yard line. The
fired-up offense galloped to paydirt as a Mike Box to Rick Manuszak pass set up Jerry Bertram's
one yard plunge for the touchdown.
Illinois College broke the ice late
in the second quarter after an intercepted Box pass was returned
to the Engineers' 12 yard line. So
this made the half-time score
17-6.
The entire second half was a
defensive battle with neither team
threatening to score. The Blue
Boys' runners must have thought

DR. FORNEY SPEAKS AT
SCHOOL CONVOCATION

they were bouncing off a brick
wall as they were grasped by the
arms of Stan Mickey, Woody Heller, Dave Burger, Joe Zumar,
Maik Cane, and Jack Farr in the
interior line. The linebackers,
Brennan Banion, Mark Gudorf,
and Steve Wolodkiewicz had a
heyday combining with the front
four to destroy the Blue Boys.
And when Illinois College tried to
throw over Rose, their efforts
were stymied by Kominiarek, Bill
Randall, and Tom Hunt.
The Engineers are now 2-4,
while Illinois College dropped to
4-2. With this win, the Engineers
are hopefully back on the winning
track and since the next game
against Iowa 'Wesleyan is Homecoming, things could be looking up
for Rose.
tics, American Society for Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, and the National Safety
Council as chairman of the Committee on Alcohol and Drugs and
memb2r of the Executive Committee on Traffic.
Others include the American Society of Toxicology, International
Academy of Law and Science,
American Board of :Clinical Chemistry, Journal of Toxicology and
Applied Pharmacology of which he
was associate editor and the Advisory Council of the Indiana Law
Enforcement Training Board. He
also serves as consultant to the
Indiana State Board of Health's
Division of Food and Drugs, the
Surgeon General's Pharmacology
Advisory Committee, and the Department of Health Education and
Welfare for the National Institute of General Medical Sciences
and the National Institute of
Mental Health.
Well known for his work on the
behavorial effects of alcohol and
drugs, Dr. Forney has concentrated a considerable amount of research on marijuana in recent
years.
Dr. Forney is perhaps the leading authority on alcohol and marijuana and its effects on the human body through his licensed research with human subjects. He
has just recently returned from
Viet Nam serving as special advisor to the President on the drug
situation in Viet Nam. Dr. Forney will make a presentation about
his research with marijuana and
alcohol and then has generously
consented to a question and answer
period. Anyone who has heard
Dr. Forney speak will agree—you
cannot afford to miss this opportunity.

TRAFFIC COURT
1971

GIVE MEN AN "R-r-r-r-r-!" Remember the days when Rose-Hulman cheerleaders were men? Perish the thought. This year's
cheerleaders, courtesy of The

Bill Ransbottom, and Larry Erwin. Guards are Henthorn, Dallas
Canfield, Clayton Black, Jim Hammon, Terry Eades, Mike Kilpatby Larry Erwin
rick, and Denny Townsend. AnVarsity basketball practice got other player, Tom Hans, will join
under way last week in Shook the team when he finishes his
Fieldhouse as 14 Engineers took stint with the cross country team.
to the hardwood. The seven
A pre-season exhibition game
Juniors, five Sophomores and two against Milliken College has been
Freshmen that make up the team scheduled for November 11. It
have been going through condi- will be played in our fieldhouse TIPS
tioning drills and gradually piec- and will be open to all students,
So you're a faculty member and
ing together the offenses and de- faculty and their friends. So can't find the time to write an arfenses drawn up by Coach John come on down and get a preview
ticle. If you'd take the time to
Mutchner in preparation for the of the coming season.
contact us w itn your hot tips, then
first game against Marian Colwe d clo all the leg work. It's
lege on November 17.
yuur paper, too. Box 294.
Did you realize that grandma's
Running, shooting, and the full
court press will once again be em- homemade wine contains almost as
General Custer should have
airplane
model
much
toluene
as
known that when things are going
phasized as Rose shoots for its
glue.
well disaster is eminent.
third consecutive winning season
with the roundball. Last year the
disteam finished with a rather
appointing 13-12 record but hopes
to improve on that this season although a much tougher schedule
faces it.
13th and LIBERTY AVENUE
The two players lost to graduPat and Mary Ann Tyler, Owners
ation, Tom Butwin and D. J. CorBig Breaded Tenderloin
dero, were key players but the
return of Rick Henthorn and Jim
Steaks — Spaghetti — Sandwiches
510 OFF
Eppen will help to fill the void
ON PITCHER BEER
Hash Brown Potatoes
left by the two former standouts. MONDAY
Salads
Battling for starting berths at
—TUESDAY
PITCHERS AVAILABLE
the center and forward slots are
Old College Proverb: Kiss ye Eppen, Joe Snyder, Gary Dougan, —WEDNESDAY Open 4 P.M. Weekdays — 10 A.M. Saturday
Mike Bennett, Randy Wadsworth,
must lest ye be kissed off.

BASKETBALL
PRACTICE STARTS

cunninGHArn

TAVERn

PARTY CASK

910 SOUTH
Dr. Robert B. Forney, State
toxicologist of Indiana and a world
authority in that field, will speak
at an all school convocation on
Tuesday, November 2, at 10:30
a.m. in the auditorium.
A native of Terre Haute, Dr.
Forney attended ISU for three
years then transferred to Indiana
University where he earned the
bachelor's, master's and doctoral
degrees. Since 1939 he has been
on the staff of the IU Medical
Center where he is professor of
pharmacology and toxicology in
addition to scrving as director of
the Indiana State Laboratory for
Toxicology.
Among the many professional organizations with which he is associated and for which he has had
varying responsibilities are the
American Chemical Society as past
chairman of the Indiana Section,
Indiana Academy of Sciences,
American Society for Pharmacology and Experimental TherapeuFINE

Woods, are Diana Wojdyla, Peggy
Grimmer, Marie Stein, Lynn
Moore, Joan Loughery and Sue
Bailey. Alternate is Beth Harrington.

The Traffic Court for the 197172 school year has been appointed
by Chick Sweeney, Vice President
of the Student Government. It
consists of five student govern- •:r
ment members: Steve Sedgwick„•1:
chairman; Jerry Ehlers, Steve
ef:
Campbell, Jim Hammon and John
n'
Metz.
The Court's purpose is explained
be
in the Student Handbook. "The
ad
Traffic Court has jurisdiction over
19v,
all violations of the traffic code.
.9i
The Traffic Court has the pov,•er
19
to levy fines in connection with
violations of the traffic code."
Any violator may appeal his
ail
ticket or fine to the Traffic Court
I.:
at any time, if he feels it was
el,
unfair. He must either sign the
90
back of the ticket and return it
to the Student Government Office„e'
or contact either Steve Sedgwick„A
Box 378, or John Metz, Box 697-1.
.I
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Everything for the Party
COMPLETELY SELF SERVICE FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
MONDAY-THURSDAY-9 A.M. - 12 P.M.
FRIDAY-SATURDAY-9 A.M. - 1 P.M.

OFFERIM
Wine Room
Gourmet Dept.
Imported and Dome/tic

TAILORING
30 South Seventh Street
232-8338

Complabily 91ew .and Modrem

PHOM 232-4176

